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The birth of direct methods
I was not there, but I had accounts from
many of the “fathers”

J. Karle

D.Sayre

M.M.Woolfson

H.Hauptman

F. Bertaut

From measured intensities to phases
1948
THE FIRST STEP
HARKER & KASPER
INEQUALITIES
Cauchy inequality:
Unitary structure-factor equation in
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Joseph Gillis 1948
•Oxalic acid dihydrate
redetermined
using for the first time inequalities
•Symbols to represent signs
•Fixing origin

•Hint of probability arguments:
There were many instances ……, in which both signs satisfied an inequality, one by a comfortable margin
and the other by a relatively narrow margin. In almost all such cases it was the former sign which was the
correct one. This suggest that the method may have “reserves of power” in the sense that stronger
inequalities than those used are in fact satisfied.

General inequality in determinant form, from positivity of
the electron density function
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Goedkoop introduced symmetry

Later George Tsoucaris and his group analyzed the Karle-Huptman
determinants from the probability point of view and explored their use

Okaya & Nitta and Zachariasen
Use of symbols – symbolic addition

Electron density (x,z) projection of
Ethylenediamine Sulphate computed using the
signs determined by the linear inequality method

Method applied to solve the
structure of metaboric acid

1952 Sayre equation (positivity and atomicity)
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For positive, almost equal and separate atomic peaks
#2(x) is similar to #(x) with maxima at same positions
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David Sayre told me that one day in 1951, while attending his
DPhil course in Oxford, he went to the library without any
specific purpose. He picked up a book on Fourier transforms,
started reading and the squaring idea came to his mind. He
immediately devised a one dimensional example to verify the
idea and the next day he knew that the doctor title was in his
hands and wrote the short communication for Acta
Crystallographica.

1953 Karle & Hauptman
monograph

First ambitious attempt at giving a systematic
description of Direct Methods, followed by
several developments:
• Definition of structure invariants and
seminvariants
• Formulae &1, &2 (triplets), &3
• Extension to non-centrosymmetric structures
• Introduction of probabilistic approaches
• Derivation of probability formulae
• Tangent formula.
Several other people contributed to these initial
theoretical developments.

First appearence of tangent formula

1953-1966
Several theoretical developments with different probabilistic
approaches were published by Cochran, Woolfson, Bertaut, Klug and
others.

Their probabilistic approaches inspired the
original work by Carmelo Giacovazzo

1953-1966
The mathematical formalism discouraged most chemical crystallographers and
the practical applications of direct methods where very limited.
Only very few crystal structures were solved. What happened in 1966?

This paper, giving a
number of practical
rules for the
solution of crystal
structures by direct
methods, was the
seed for the rapid
increase in their
use.
Isabella Karle was
the key person.

Lecture given in Padova in 1986 after
the Nobel Prize conferred on Karle &
Hauptman in 1985
Analysis of structure
solution methods I carried
out in 1986

1953-1966
The mathematical formalism discouraged most chemical crystallographers and
the practical applications of direct methods where very limited.

Only very few crystal structures were solved. N.c. structure in 1967.
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I – map with phases from manual symbolic addition
II,III,IV,V – maps after cycles of tangent formula
expansion and refinement
Photholisis product: used as test structure for many years

I started my self-thought crystallographer career in
1962: two years to solve the three atom structure
of glyoxime!

First published paper

PROGRAMMING DIRECT METHODS IN THOSE EARLY DAYS
The normal rule was that each lab and often each crystallographer was writing
computer programs for local or individual use. FORTRAN was the most common
language, but some “gurus” used the machine language of the local computer.
A number of programs carrying out symbolic addition for centrosymmetric
structures was set up. At the same time were written several programs to extend by
tangent formula the phases of non centrosymmetric structures obtained by manual
symbolic addition. An early automation of non-centro symbolic addition was
proposed by H. Schenk

In 1968 in Oxford I started my interest for direct methods. Together with John Hodder
I stared writing in Fortran a symbolic addition program for centro structures, while
John was using the machine language of the KDF9 installed in Oxford. I never used
my program to solve a new structure, but glyoxime could be solved in few minutes. I
suppose my Fortran version (requested by J. Rollet) was used on the new computer
in Oxford. In those times, together with Lodovico Riva (the Erice boss), I used
successfully the tangent formula program TANFOR, written by Sam Matherwell in
Cambidge.

Mainframes had usually 32K rom, input was by punched
cards or tape, output on slow and noisy line-printers or
even teletypes, external memory on magnetic tapes.
Life was difficult but exciting!
Olivetti Elea

IBM 7090

Michael Woolfson, with the help of Mario Nardelli and his group
organized the first NATO Advanced Study Institute in Parma in
September 1970

DIRECT and PATTERSON METHODS
of SOLVING CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
• It was my first encounter with so many important crystallographers. Paul
Ewald was there and gave a memorable lecture on diffraction theory.
• The students reacted to “NATO” and interrupted a lecture by Martin
Buerger on Patterson vector methods.
• The next year the school was repeated in York, while I was spending a year
there with Michael Woolfson.
• These two schools were the ground on which the Erice Crystallography
Schools originated.
I told Michael of the “Ettore Majorana Center”, founded by Antonino Zichichi in Erice; a wonderful
set up to organize schools and workshops. I also told him that my friend Lodovico Riva di
Sanseverino was in a privileged position to explore the possibility of having a school there: not
only he was born in Sicily from a noble family, but he was leaving in Bologna, and was lecturer by
the same university in which Zichichi (also Sicilian) was full professor of physics. The way was
open to the 1974 Erice School.

DIRECT and PATTERSON METHODS of SOLVING CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
NATO Advanced Study Institute, Parma, September 1970
Symbolic addition tutorial by Isabella Karle

The MULTISOLUTION method and
birth of the MULTAN program
Permuted numerical values ("/4, 3"/4, -"/4, -3"/4), instead of symbols, are given to
the “starting” phases and each set of permuted values is expanded and refined
by tangent formula.

MULTAN became soon a widely used program and was constantly
improved to solve increasingly difficult and complex structures.

The problems due to the presence of heavy
atoms and the use of difference structure
factors were analyzed by Paul Beurskens
and his group in Nijmegen
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An important outcome of the first Erice school was that Carmelo
Giacovazzo, who attended the course as student, made his choice
of devoting himself to the development of Direct Methods (he had
already started). In 1984 he was the director of the course (with big
contrasts with Lodovico).

Erice 1984

Durban 2003

York 1975 group photograph
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Main developments in the 70’s and 80’s
• Improvements and evolutions of the Multisolution approach:
strengthening the starting set of phases, weighted tangent
formula, new figures of merit, etc.
• Use of quartets and identification by Schenk of negative quartets.
• Application of the “neighboring principle” (Hauptman) and of the
“representation theory” (Giacovazzo) to the estimate of structure
invariants and seminvariants.
• Estimates of triplets and negative quartets.
• Introduction of Magic Integers and their use.
• From magic integers to random phases.
• Successful use of random starting sets of phases.

Improvements and evolutions of the
Multisolution approach

Quartets and their use

Neighborhood principle (Hauptman) and Representation theory (Giacovazzo)

Estimate of structure invariants and seminvariants
H.H. reciting his prayers: “Structure invariants are those linear combination of
phases, whose value does not depend on the choice of origin. Structure
seminvariants are those linear combination of phases, whose value does not depend
on the choice of origin, provided this is one of the “permissible” origins of the given
space group.” (To be recited with the intonation of an American rabbi)

Estimates of quartets

and of triplets

Magic Integers

Phases are expressed as
'i = mix mod(1)
Only one symbol for several
phases. The phase space is
explored by scanning 0<x<1.
An optimal way for exploring
the phase space, with a small
increase in phase error.

'1 =2x and '2 =2x

quadrant permutation

From magic integers to random phases
As the number of phases represented in terms of magic
integers increases, also the phase error increases

If MAGLIN and MAGEX can solve structures, we might as well give
random values to the starting phases!

Successful use of random starting sets of phases
The use of a large starting set of random phases turned out to be
successful. It also made life easier: no more need to choose proper
reflections to fix the origin and enantiomorph. Alternatives to the
tangent formula were tried to expand and refine random phases

But tangent formula proved to work very well

Random phases have then became the standard
approach in almost all subsequent procedures

Why can we start from random phases?
The phase-error function

For random !'’s f(r) has only a peak at the origin, that becomes wider as
!' increase. Convolution with #(corr) only broadens the peaks but does
not make a mess of the map.

Software developments

• As mentioned a large number of computer programs
was developed.
• Some of them became more popular.
• Hardware fast improvements allowed increasing
software potentialities and efficiency.
• Graphic tools became available.

1963-1972
A long list from my
lecture in 1986

Lineprinter graphical output of an E-map
after manual interpretation

After 1972
I will only mention the most popular programs
• As mentioned MULTAN had several children, but, after the
setting up of the first organic version in 1970 during a CECAM
workshop in Paris, kept developing and remained the most
popular software from the York group.
• DIRDIF developed by Paul Beurskens and his group in
Nijmegen is very efficient in handling partial structures using
difference structure factors. It also allows Patterson vector
search.
• SIMPEL developed by Henk Schenk and his group in
Amsterdam (Overbeek & Schenk, 1976, Computing in
Crystallography, Delft Univ. Press, p. 108) allowed a complete
automation of symbolic addition.

After 1972

SHELX-76

George Sheldrick wrote the first version of his “best seller”
program, allowing to go from raw intensity data to the refined
structure. Direct methods procedures were available as
mentioned in his recent historic paper
I have been an affectionate
user of all SHELX versions

After 1972
• The successive versions of SHELX, from -86 on, introduced
several improvements also in the direct method procedures
• Around 1980 the first version of the SIR program was set up
by a group of people lead by Carmelo Giacovazzo. Gianluca
was there from the very beginning and is still there: he can
tell you all about the developments of the SIR project.

Let me just tell you another gossip. When George Sheldrick first heard of our SIR
project his comment was: “A computer program written by a group of people is like
a camel designed by a committee!”. This was the expected reaction of a “lonely
programmer”, but fortunately he was later proved to be wrong.

1985 Nobel prize to Hauptman and Karle
For their outstanding achievements
in the development of direct
methods for the determination of
crystal structures

After 1972
In the early 90’s the group lead by Herbert Hauptman in Buffalo
developed a new procedure called “Shake & Bake” (SnB at
http://www.hwi.buffalo.edu/snb/). The idea of combining phase
refinement in reciprocal space (carried out using the Minimal
Principle) with an appropriate modification of the electron
density in real space was introduced for the first time. This was
the launch of the present very successful “Dual Space”
procedures .

And then…..
• History becomes “present”.
• My direct involvement in Direct Methods ended.
• I kept my interest and, most important, my friendship with
many of the people involved.
• I have recollections of exciting moments (I tried to illustrate
in the previous slides), but also of contrasts (I can only tell,
but not report in written form).
• It will be the task of young people to change into “history”
the years from the early 90’s to the present century.
• TODAY: large biological molecules and complex systems
can be tackled; solution from neutron and powder data is
possible.
• I am not going to make predictions for the FUTURE, as they
always prove wrong, but I am very optimist.

The present is described in this book!
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I thank all those with whom I shared this
adventure and apologize for any omission
or incorrect recollection

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION

